Cookies policy
Introduction.
This “extended” disclosure has been drafted for this website www.clevertech-group.com (hereinafter,
the “Website”) on the basis of what is set forth in Provision no. 229 of 8.5.2014 of the Privacy
Authority (entitled “Simplified Arrangements to Provide Information and Obtain Consent Regarding
Cookies”), later clarified with circular of 4.6.2014 from the same Authority (entitled “Internet:
Privacy Authority, no profiling cookies without consent”).
This disclosure is therefore intended to provide the user navigating on the Website with detailed
information about the type and purposes of the cookies present on the Website.
Definition and types of cookies.
Cookies are small strings of texts that the visited site sends to the user’s terminal (usually the
browser), where they are stored and sent to the same site the next time the user visits.
The cookies used on the Website consist of the following types (objective and subjective):
I.
Technical cookies: these are those used only to "perform transmission of communications
over an electronic communication network, or to the extent necessary for the supplier of an
information service explicitly requested by the subscriber or by the user to supply that
service" (art. 122 of the amended Privacy Code). They can be broken down into navigation
or session cookies, which guarantee normal navigation on and use of the website, or
functionality cookies, which enable the user to navigate based on a series of selected criteria
in order to improve the service provided.
II.

Analytical cookies: they are used to collect aggregated information on the number of users
and the way they interact with the website. The Website uses the Google Analytics tool: this
is a Google analysis tool which uses cookies (performance cookies) to collect anonymous
navigation data in order to examine how the Website is used by users, process reports about
activities on the Website and provide other information, including the number of visitors
and the pages visited.
For more information about how Google Analytics cookies are used and managed, consult
the
Google
cookie
policy
at
the
following
link:
https://policies.google.com/technologies/cookies?hl=it&gl=it.

III.

Third-party cookies: they are set by a website other than that which the user is visiting;
while browsing on the Website, users may also receive cookies on their device that are sent
to interact directly with social platforms, through buttons and/or widgets: the interactions
and information acquired through these tools are, in any event, subject to the user’s privacy
settings relating to each social network.

None of the types of cookies described above require the prior consent of the user.
Browser settings.
Please also note that the user can freely configure privacy parameters at any time in relation to the
installation and use of cookies, directly through the browser by following the applicable instructions.
In particular, the user may set “private browsing”, so that the browser will stop saving the websites
visited in the history, as well as any passwords entered, cookies and other information about the pages
visited.
Lastly, if the user decides to deactivate all cookies (including “technical” cookies), the quality and
speed of the services offered by the Website could worsen significantly and access to some sections
of the Website may be lost.

Data Controller and Data Protection Officer.
The Data Controller pursuant arts. 4 no. 7) and 24 of EU Regulation no. 679/2016 is CLEVERTECH
S.p.A. (tax ID and VAT no.: 01307860351), represented by its pro tempore legal representative, with
registered office in Cadelbosco Sopra (RE), via Giacomo Brodolini 18/A, which may be contacted at:
postmaster@clevertech-group.com
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The user may exercise the rights set forth by arts. 15 to 22 of EU Regulation no. 679/2016 by using
the contact data provided above.
CLEVERTECH S.p.A
(represented by its pro tempore legal representative)
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